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1 Introduction 
Differential equations and one-variable polynomial ma- 
trices play an essential role in describing dynamics of 
systems.When studying functions of the dynamical vari- 
ables, as in Lyapunov theory, in the study of dissipation 
and passivity, as in electric circuit theory, or in specifying 
performance criteria in optimal control, we invariably en- 
counter quadratic expressions in the variables and their 
derivatives. As we shall see, two-variable polynomial ma- 
trices are the proper mathematical tool to express these 
quadratic functionals. Dynamical equations expressed 
through one-variables polynomial matrices and function- 
als expressed through two-variable polynomial matrices 
fit, we aim t,o illustrate throughout this paper, as a glove 
fits a hand. 
finite number of its elements are non_zero. We can fac- 
tor 6 as 6 = N'M, with fi and M infinite matrices 2 Quadratic differential forms 
Let Rql [C, q] denote the set of real polynomial matrices 
in the (commuting) indeterminates [ and q. Explicitely, 
an element @ E R'J1 xqz[[,q] is thus given by 
a(<, 'I) = @kt<'q' (2.1) 
k , e  
The sum in (2.1) ranges over the non-negative integers 
and is assumed to  be finite, and @ k t  E Rql 'qZ. Such a @ 
induces a bilinear dzfferentzaz f o r m  (DLDF), that is, the 
map La : Coo(R,Rql) x Coo(R,R92) -+ C-(R,R) defined 
by 
having a finite number of rows and all but a finite num- 
ber of elements equal to  zero. This decomposition leads, 
after pre-multiplication by [Iq1 Iql < Iql C2 . . .] and post- 
multiplication by col[Iq, I,,v Iq2v2 . . .], to  the following 
factorization of @: 
@ ( < I  17) = N T ( C ) W v )  (2.5) 
This decomposition is not unique, but if we take N and 
&' surjective, then their number of rows is equal to the 
rank of (a. The factorization (2.5) will then be called a 
canonical factorization of @. Associated with (2.5) we 
obtain the following expresion for the BLDF La: 
Qo(w)  := &(w,w) 
Define the star operator * by 
(2 .3)  ber of elements equal to zero, and C M  a signature matrix, 
i.e., a matrix of the form 
[C,771; @*(5,17) := @ T ( % C )  * * @I xP2[<,q] -+ ~Q"4J'  
0-7803-3590-2/96 $5.00 0 1996 IEEE 3964 
This decomposition leads to the following decomposition 
of a: 
@(C, vi)) = MT(C)CMM(rl ) .  (2.7) 
Also this decomposition is not unique but if we take M 
surjective, then C M  will be unique. We will denote this 
C M  as E+ and the resulting pair ( r - , r + )  by ( q - , $ + ) .  
This pair will be called the inertia of @. The resulting 
factorization 
@(C, 17) = M T ( C ) w w 7 )  (2.8) 
will be called a symmetric canonical factorization of @. 
Of course, a symmetric canonical factorization is not 
unique. However, they can all be obtained from one by 
replacing M ( [ )  by U&'([) with U E Rrank(')Xrank(Q) such 
that UTC+CT = E+. 
Associated with (2.7). we obtain the following decompo- 
sition of Q+ into a sum of positive and negative squares: 
(2.9) 
d d 
Q+(w) = I I P ( ~ ) w 1 I 2  - I l ~ ( ~ ) w l 1 2  
where N , P  E R'"q[[E] are obtained by partitioning &l 
conform C M  as: 
(2.10) 
For a given symmetric q)  we will also be interested in 
the symmetric two-variable polynomial matrix 1@1((, q) ,  
the absolute value of @, defined as follows. For a given 
real symmetric matrix A define its absolute value, lAl, 
as follows. Factor A = U T A U ,  where A is a diagonal 
matrix with the non-zero eigenvalues of A on its diagonal 
and where OUT = I ,  and define IAl := 0IT(AIU with [AI 
defined in the obvious way. Now let 6 be the symmetric 
matrix associated with @((,q). Let 151 be the absolute 
value of 6. Next, define l@l((,q) as the symmetric two- 
variable polynomial matrix associated with 161 : 
One of the convenient things of identifying BLDF's and 
QDF's with two-variable polynomial matrices is that 
they allow a very convenient calculus. One instance of 
this is differentiation. Obviously if L+ is a BLDF, so will 
be $L+, and if &O is a QDF, so will be &Qa. The re- 
sult of differentiation is easily expressed in terms of the 
two-variable polynomial matrices and leads to the dot 
operator defined as 
It is easily calculated that 
d d -LQ = L. and -Q+ = Q; 
dt + dt (2.11) 
In the sequel, an important role will be played by certain 
one-variable polynomial matrices obtained from two- 
variable polynomial matrices by means of the delta oper- 
ator d. defined as 
d : Rq1 XQZ[<,q] -+ RQ' "92 [[I; a@(() := @ ( - E 7 E )  
Introduce the asterisk operator * acting on matrix poly- 
nomials by 
[El; R*(E) := RT(-E). * . @I "Q ' [E ]  + RQl xqz 
A poynomial matrix M E RQ"q[[] is called para- 
Hermitzan if M = M*. Note that (a+)* = a(@*). Hence 
if @ E R:"q[C,q], then 
In addition to studying BLDF's and QDF's as maps to  
Cm(R, R) we will be interested in their integrals. In or- 
der to make sure that those integrals exist, we will as- 
sume in this case that the arguments have compact sup- 
port. As is common we will denote by D(R,RQ) := 
{w E Cm(RIRQ) I w has compact support}. Let 
@ 6 Rq1xQ2[c,q]. Then obviously L+ : !D($R*1) x 
!D(IR, RQ2 ) -+ D(R, R). Now consider the integral 
is para-Hermitian. 





L @ ( V ,  w) := s_, L+(v,w)dt (2.13) 
The notation 
The question of when the map s LO is zero will now be 
studied. 
Theorem 2.1 Let @ E Rq1xq2[Clq]. Then the following 
statements are equivalent: 
Q+ follows readily from this. 
I. J L@ = 0. 
2. There exists a @ E RQ1 'Q2[C, q] such that @ = @, 
equivalently, such that L+ = $Lq.  Obviously, @ is 
given by 
(2.14) 
3. d@ = 0,  Le., @ ( - < , E )  = 0. 
E RiyQ[(,q] and replace the L's b y  Q's in 1 and 2. 
The importance of this theorem is that, condition (3) gives 
a very convenient way of checking (1) or (2). It is a nec- 
essary and sufficient, condition for verifying independence 
of path of the integral 
The same equivalence holds for  QDF's. Simply assume 
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(2.15) 
With path independence we mean that the result of the 
integral (2.15) depends only on the values of v and w 
and (a finite number of) their derivatives at t = t l  and 
t = t a l  but not on the intermediate path used to  connect 
these endpoints. I t  is easily seen that this is equivalent 
to  condition (1) of theorem 3.1. Path integrals and path 
independence feature prominently in Brockett's work in 
the sixties (see 123, [3]), and indeed some of our results 
can be viewed as streamlined versions of this work. 
We will now briefly discuss positivity of QDF's. 
Definition 2.2 Let 4, E R$xq[(,q]. W e  will call the 
QDF QQ non-negative, denoted Q, 2 0 ,  if Q Q ( w )  2 0 for  
all w E C"(R, Rq), and positive, denoted CP > 0 ,  if cf, 2 0 
and i f  the only w E C"(R,Rq) for  which Qa(w) = 0 is 
w = 0 .  
Using the matrix representation of CP, it is easy to  see that 
@ 2 0 iff there exists D E R*"q[(] such that @(<,q) = 
DT(C)D(q) .  Simply factor & as 4 = D T D ,  and take 
D ( ( )  = D col [Iq Iq( IqE2 . . .]. Moreover @ > 0 iff this 
D has the property that D(X) is of rank q for all X E @. 
In other words, iff the image representation w = D (  $)l 
defined by D is observable. 
3 Average-positivity 
Up t,o now, we have considered positivity of QDF's and its 
us(> in establishing stability through Lyapunov functions. 
However, in many applications, especially in control the- 
ory, we are interested in an average type of positivity. In 
section 2. we already observed when JQa is zero. We 
will now study when it is positive. 
Definition 3.1 Let cf, E IQX'J[<,77]. The QDF QQ (or 
simply @) as said to  be 
average-nonnegative, denoted ~ Q Q  2 0 ,  if 
J-"," Qa(w)dt  2 0 f o r  all w E 9 ( R ,  Rq), 
average-positive, denoted b y  JQa > 0 ,  i f  JQQ 2 0 
and if J+z Q+(w)dt = 0 implies w = 0,  
per strongly avera.ge positive, denoted s Q a  > 0 ,  if 
f o r  all non-zero periodic w E &"(R, Rq) there holds 
QQ(w)dt  > 0 ,  where T denotes the period of 
W .  
Proposition 3.2 Let @ E R$'q [(, 71. Then 
(i) (JQ* 2 0 )  + ( a @ ( i w )  2 0 Vw E R), 
(ii) ( J Q a  > 0) (a@( iw)  2 0 Vw E R and 
det(d@) # 0). 
(iii) (J QQ ?Y 0) ( a ~ , ( i w )  > o ~w E R) 
Concerning the equivalence (ii), note that dCP(iw) 2 
0 Vw E R and det(d@) # 0 is equivalent with: dQ,( iw)  > 0 
for all but finitely many w E R. 
Intuitively, we think of Q+(w) as the power going into 
a physical system. In many applications, the power will 
indeed be a quadratic differential form of some system 
variables. For example, in mechanical systems, it is 
E, F k 9  with Fk the external force acting on, and q k  
the position of the k-th pointmass; in electrical circuits it 
will be xk  V k I k  with vk the potential and I k  the current 
into the circuit at the k-th terminal. Note that in these 
examples the variables themselves will be related. When 
this relation is expressed as an image representation, then 
we will obtain a general QDF for the power delivered to  a 
system. Average nonnegativity states that  the net flow of 
energy going into the system is non-negative: the system 
dissipates energy. Of course at some times energy flows 
into the system, while at other times it flows out. This 
outflow is due to  the fact that energy is stored. However. 
because of dissipation, the rate of increase of storage can- 
not exceed the supply. This interaction between supply, 
storage, and dissipation will now be formalized. 
Definition 3.3 Let CP E R~"q[<,~] induce the QDF QQ.  
The QDF QQ induced b y  \li E E % ~ " Q [ C , ~ ]  is said to  be a 
storage function for  @ if 
d 
~ Q Q  IQa (3.1) 
A QDF QA induced b y  h E R$x'J[<,q] is said to be a 
dissipation function for  if 
a L 0 and IQ. = /oA (3.2) 
Proposition 3.4 The following conditions are eqviva- 
lent 
2. Q, admits a storage function 
3. + admits a dzssipation function 
Moreover, there is a one-one relation between storage and 
dissipation functions, q and A ,  respectively, defined b y  
d 
-QQ(w)  = Q d W )  - Q A ( w )  dt 
b 
equivalently, \li = Q, - A, i.e., 
(3.3) 
Of course, we should expect that  a storage function is re- 
lated to the memory, to the state. The question, however, 
is: the state of which system? After all, we are consider- 
ing a QDF, not a dynamical system. But we will see that 
the factorization of + as 
@(C,77) = M T ( < ) % N ( r l )  (3.4) 
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discussed earlier in section 2 allows us to introduce a state 
for the QDF Q+. Indeed, (3.4) induces the dynamical 
system in image representation 
d 
dt 
7 1  = M (  -)W (3.5) 
Note that in (3.5) we are considering w as the latent vari- 
able, and U as  the manifest one. We are hence considering 
the behavior of the possible trajectories U. Assume that 
M has r rows, i.e., that M E I w r x q [ [ s ] .  Thus, (3.5) de- 
fines a system 23 E C' with 23 = im(M( $)) and M( $) 
viewed as a map from C"(IW,Rq) to C"(Iw,R'). This 
system hence has a state representation. Assume that 
d 
dt 
z = X(-)w 
induces a state representation. Thus X E Iw*"q[[E] is a 
polynomial matrix defining a state map for 23 (see [ 8 ] ) .  
Let Q E Rzxq[C,q]. Then the QDF Q q  is said to be a 
state function (relative to the state of 9) if there exists a 
real (symmetric) matrix P such that 
d 
Q Q ( W )  = I l x ( ~ ' w l l ;  (3.7) 
It is said to be a state/supply function if there exists a 
real (symmetric) matrix E such that 
where, as always, 1 1 ~ 1 1 ~  denotes uTAa. We have the fol- 
lowing important result. 
Theorem 3.5 Let SQa 2 0 ,  and let 9 E RzX'J[(,q] be 
a storage function for 9, i.e. @ 5 9. Then Q is a state 
function. Let A E RiXq [C, 171 be a dissipation function 
for 9. Then A is a state/supply function. I n  fact, if 
X E Iw*"q[[E] is a state map for CP, then there exist real 
symmetric matrices P and E such that 
(3.9) 
Equivalently 
for allwl,w2 E @?(Iw,Rq). 
Let r E rw""q[[E] be para-Hermitian: I?* = I?. A F E 
RqXq [ E ]  is said to induce a symmetric factorization of I? if 
I?([) = FT(-E)F([) .  It is said to be a symmetric Hurwitz 
factorization if F is square and Hurwitz, and a symmetric 
anti-Hurwitz factorization if F* is square and Hurwitz. It 
is easy to see that for a factorization to exist we need to 
have r ( i w )  2 0 Vw E R and for a (anti-)Hurwitz one to 
exist we must have I'(iw) > 0 Vw E R The converses are 
also true, but not at all trivial in the matrix case. This 
result is well-known. 
Theorem 3.6 Let SQa 2 0. Then there exist storage 
functions Q- and Q+ for 9 such that any other storage 
function Q for 9 satisfies 
Q- 5 Q 5 Q+ (3.11) 
p e r  
If SQa > 0 then Q- and Q+ may be constructed as 
follows. Let H and A be respectively Hurwitz and anti- 




4 Half-line positivity 
In section 5, we studied QDF's for which s-'," Q+(w)d t  2 
0. The intuitive idea was that this expresses that the net 
supply (of 'energy') is into the system: energy is being 
absorbed and dissipated in the system. There are, how- 
ever, situations where at  any moment in time the system 
will have absorbed energy, i.e., f ,  Qa(w) (T)dT  2 0 for 
all t E Iw. For example, electrical circuits a t  rest will be 
in a state of minimum energy, and therefore the energy 
delivered up to any time will be nonnegative. This type 
of positivity will be studied in this section. It plays a 
crucial role in H,- problems (see [9]). 
Definition 4.1 Let CP E Rzxq[C,q]. The QDF Q+ (or 
simply 9) is said to be half-line nonnegative, denoted b y  
J t Q +  2 0 ,  i f  J!,Q+(w)dt 2 0 for all w E D@,Iwq), 
and half-line positive, denoted st Q+ > 0,  i f  i n  addition 
S-, Q+(w)d t  = 0 implies w ( t )  = 0 for t 5 0. 
Note that half-line nonnegativity implies average nonneg- 
ativity, and that half line positivity implies average pos- 
itivity. 
Write (a(C,o) = M T ( C ) C ~ M ( q )  and partition M con- 
form EM as 
0 
M=[;] 
so that 9(<,q)  = P T ( < ) P ( q )  - NT(<)N(q)  and hence 
&+(w) = l l P ( $ ) ~ 1 1 ~  - l \ N ( & ) ~ 1 1 ~ .  In the following, for 
X E C, let denote its complex conjugate. 
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(ii) (s' Qa > 0) + ( @ ( x , X )  2 0 VA E cC;Re(X) 2 0 )  and 
As noted before, it immediately follows from the defini- 
tions that half-line non-negativity implies average non- 
negativity, etc. Thus proposition 3.4 implies the exis- 
tence of a storage function. It is the non-negativity of 
the storage function that, allows us to conclude the half- 
line property: 
Theorem 4.3 Let E R:'g[[c,q]. Then the following 
statements are equivalent. 
det(d@) # 0) .  
1. Jt Qa 2 07 
2. there exists a storage function 9 2 0 for  Q,, 
,3. Q, admits a storage function, and the storage function 
9+ defined in theorem 5.7 satisfies 9+ 2 0.  
In order to check half-line non-negativity, one could in 
principle proceed as follows. Verify that @(-iw,iw) 2 0 
for all w E R, compute 9+, and check whether q+ 2 0. 
In some situations, it is actually possible to verify this 
condition in a more immediate fashion. For example, 
when @ ( < ; q )  = Q,o, a constant matrix, with @o 2 0 
(trivial, but that is the case that occurs in standard LQ- 
theory!), or when in (4.1) P is square and det(P)  # 0. 
Then, under the assumption that a storage function ex- 
ists (equivalently: ~ ~ ( - i w ) ~ ( i w )  < p T ( - i w ) P ( i w )  for 
all w E R), all storage functions are actually non-negative 
if one of them is non-negative. In fact, in this case the 
following theorem holds: 
Theorem 4.4 Let @ E Rzxq[<,q]. Assume it is factored 
us a(<, 7 )  = P7'([c)P(q) - N T ( < ) N ( q )  with P square and 
t let(P) # 0 .  Let X E R*"q[[] be a minimal state map 
for  the 93 given in image representation by (4.1). The 
following statements are equivalent: 
5 Observability 
One of the noticeable features of QDF's is that a nurn- 
ber of interesting systems theory concepts generalize very 
nicely to QDF's. We have already seen that the state of 
a symmetric canonical factorization of @ functions as the 
state of the QDF Qe.  In this section we will introduce 
observability of a QDF. 
For CP E Rql " q Z [ C !  q] and w1 E Cm (R. Rql)  fixed, the lin- 
ear map w2 ++ Lo (w1, w2) will be denoted by La (w1, e).  
For wg E C'x.(W,Rq2) fixed, the linear map w1 ++ 
L a ( w l , w 2 )  will be denoted by L @ ( * , w ~ ) .  The BLDF 
Q, will be called observable if Le (wl r* )  and L ~ , ( * , u u ! ~ )  
determine w1 and w2 uniquely. Equivalently: 
Definition 5.1 Let Q, E IWQlxq*[(,q].  W e  will call @ 
observable if for all w1 E Cm(R,Rql) and for all w2 E 
Coo(R,RQ2) we have 
LQ'(Wl:.) = 0 * w1 = 0 
and 
La(.,w2) = 0 '3 w2 = 0. 
The following theorem gives necessary and sufficient con- 
ditions for observability purely in terms of the two- 
variable polynomial matrix @: and in terms of the (one- 
variable) polynomial matrix M occuring in any canonical 
factorization of @. 
Theorem 5.2 Let Q, E Rzxq[<,q] and let @(<,q)  = 
MT(<)C+ M ( q )  be a symmetric canonical factorization. 
Then  the following statements are equivalent: 
1.  @ is observable 
2. L@(W,.)  = o  '3 w = o  
1. J' Qa 2 0,  
2. @(X,X) 2 o for  all x E C, Xe(X) 2 0, 
,3. NP-' has n o  poles an Xe(X) 2 0 and @(-iw.iw) 2 0 
3. for every X E C, the rows of @(A, 6) E Rgl xQ* [t] are 
lanearly andependent over C 
4.  M ( X )  has full column rank fo r  all X E C, equzva- 
lently, the amage representatton U = Ai (& )w  as ob- 
servable fo r  all LL~  E W. 
4.  there exists a storage function 9 2 0 for  @, 
5. th,ere exists a storage function for  Q, and every stor- 
age function for  CP satisfies 2 0, 
6. there exists a real symmetric matrix K > 0 such that 
Q K ( w )  := / I x ( & ) w ~ ~ %  is a storage function fo r  a, 6 
7. there exists a storage function f o r  @ and every Throughout this section we will assume that @ E 
real symmetric matrix K Such that Q K ( w )  := Rzxq[<,q] is observable. We will now introduce and de- 
IlX(g)wli& i s  a storage function f o r  @ satisfies velop the notion of strict positivity. The concept of strict 
K > 0. half-line positivity given here is very analogous to that 
used by Meinsma [4]. Furthermore, if 1 is observable, then any of the 
5. ! @ I  > 0 
6. IQpl(x, A) > 0 for a22 A E C 
Strict positivity 
Definition 6.1 Let CP E Rzx4[<,q] be observable. W e  
wall call the QDF Qa strictly positive, denoted CP >> 0 zf 
there exists E > 0 such that @ - E I @ I  2 0.  W e  will call 
L lV 1 
above statements as equavalent wzth 
3'. P as Hurwatz and Q,(-zw, i w )  2 0 for  all w E R. 
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it strictly average positive, denoted b y  s Qa >> 0 if there 
exrsts > 0 such that 
+oc. +a L Q*(w)dt  1 E 1, Qpq ( w ) d t  
1, Q a ( w ) d t  1 E 1, Q p i ( w ) d t .  
(6.1) 
for a11 w E 'D($RQ). We will call it strictly half-line 




for  all w E D(R, RQ) .  
Note that (because of observability) strict positivity im- 
plies positivity, and similar for the other cases. 
7 A Pick matrix condition for 
half-line positivity 
It is surprisingly difficult to establish some type of ana- 
logue of proposition 5.2 for half-line positivity, and ear- 
lier attempts ( [5], [6], [l]) turned out to be flawed. 
In proposition 6.4 such an analogue of proposition 5.2 
was given but only in the special case that @(<,q) = 
PT(C)P(q) - NT(C)N(q)  with det(P)  # 0. In this sec- 
tion we will give a necessary and sufficient condition for 
st,rict, half-line positivity in terms of d. 
As is well-known, the Pick matrix plays an important role 
in system and circuit theory. We will derive a Pick-matrix 
type test for non-negativity of !P+. This test is perhaps 
the most original result of this paper. For simplicity we 
will consider only the case of strict half-line positivity. 
First, however, we need to define the Pick-type matrix 
which may be computed from a d E R!"q[<,q]. Let F E 
Rq"q[[], and assume that det(F) # 0. We will call F 
semi-simple if for all X E C the dimension of the kernel of 
F(X)  is equal to the multiplicity of X as a root of det(F) .  
Note that F is certainly semi-simple if det(F) has distinct 
roots. 
We will now define the matrix T+. Since the expression is 
much simpler in the semi-simple case, in this short paper 
we we will only explain that case. For the general case 
we refer to the full paper 1. 
Definition 7.1 (semi-simple case): Let @ E Il%~"4[C,77] 
be observable, and assume that d e t ( N )  has no roots on 
the imaginary axis. Let Xl,X2,. . . ,A, E C be the roots 
of de t (a9)  with positive real part and let a l ,  aa, . . . , a,  E 
C? be linearly independent and such that d@(Xi)ai = 0 ,  
and such that the ak 's  associated with the same X i  span 
ker(M(Xi)). Then 
1 '  [ x, + x j  a'@(&, X j ) U j  Lj=l ....,7l T+ := 
The next theorem is the most refined result of this paper. 
It shows, on the one hand, the relation between strict 
half-line positivity and positivity of a storage function, 
and, on the other hand, the relation with the positivity 
of the Pick matrix Te. 
We have seen in theorem 5.5 that a storage function will 
be a quadratic state function, i.e., Q.p(w) is of the form 
x T K q  K = K T ,  with z = X ( & ) w  a minimal state map 
for @. We will call this state function positive definite if 
K > 0. 
Theorem 7.2 : Let Q, E Rj"q[C,q] be observable. The 
following are equivalent: 
1. J t  Q* >> 0 ,  
2. (a) 1 Q . p  >> 0 
(b) there exists a storage function that is a positive 
definite state function, 
3. ( U )  3~ > 0 such that d ( - - i ~ , i ~ )  2 ~ I @ l ( - i w , i ~ )  
(b) T.p > 0. 
for all w E R, 
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